
Ash Cloud Causes Chaos
One year - during the Easter holidays - a volcano over 
a thousand miles north of the UK put a stop to travel 
plans for over 10 million people across Europe. 

In March 2010, a volcano in Iceland erupted. The 
eruption began beneath an ice sheet and had great 
explosive power. It pushed thousands of tons of volcanic 
ash up into the atmosphere. 

Experts were worried that the ash cloud could seriously 
damage aircraft engines. Even though aircraft were able 
to fly above the cloud, they could not avoid passing 
through it when climbing high or coming into land. 
Because of this, planes across Europe were grounded for 
several days and airline companies lost a staggering 
£1.7 billion.
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Questions
1. When did the volcano erupt? 

 

2. Find and copy a phrase which tells us that the  
volcano had a lot of force. 

 

3. In what ways does the illustration help us to  
understand the text? 

  

 

4. Why do you think that airline companies lost a lot 
of money? 
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Answers
1. When did the volcano erupt? 

The volcano erupted in March 2010.

2. Find and copy a phrase which tells us that the  
volcano had a lot of force. 
great explosive power

3. In what ways does the illustration help us to  
understand the text? 
Accept any sensible answer, such as: The 
illustration shows us what the volcano and the  
ash cloud looked like so we can understand what  
is happening in the text.

4. Why do you think that airline companies lost a lot 
of money? 
Accept any sensible answer, such as: Airline 
companies could not fly their planes for several 
days so they lost the ticket money that they 
would have received from their passengers.
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